PHOTOGRAPHS

SOUVENIR

LIVINGSTON, MONT.
I brought these four albums home with me last week when I returned from my trip to White Sulphur Springs for Grandma's funeral. The photos are mostly from the areas near Sixteen and Ringling, Montana, where my parents grew up.

The family members, on my mother's side: my grandmother, Bessie Ringer, and grandfather; my mother, Berneta; and my uncles, Paul, Bui (William) and Wallace.

On my father's side: my father, Charles Campbell Doig; my grandmother, Mary Campbell Doig; my uncles, Edwin, Varick, Jim, Angus, and Claude; my aunt, Anna (Beetam). My grandfather, Peter Doig, died in 1910, and I have no picture of him.

These albums were in Grandma's keeping for years. At Christmas, 1973, she went through the pictures with me and named everyone she could. The past few days, I've pasted in the names and information I've been able to gather.

Ivan Doig
Seattle
Nov. 12, '74

My mother's album, with her handwriting on some photos.
Dad, branding at Higgins ranch. Buildings of Dorsey in background?
The "Happy Couple"

July 4, 1927.

Anna Doig in hat; others unknown
Right: Anna Doig
Dad at right in bottom pic; probably in Sixteen country.
Mother, with Dad's cousin, Rosebud Winters
Above: Mother on left. Below left, Varick Doig 2d from right. Below right, Varick on far right, Anna Doig 2d from left. Other man and woman may be named Essex.
Mother and Anna Doig, at Doig ranch

Aug 14 29.
Dad, with Anna Doig's dog

Charlie Quigley; Angus Doig; next two unknown; my parents; rest unknown.
Ed Doig, wearing bat-wing chaps
Angus Doig and Dad, at Doig ranch
Right straight down.

On top of the earth.
Mother on right.
Ready for market.

Thought he could cut corn into it.
The Ringling Flappers.

To Wisconsin Beallie.
A view of all mountains.
a View of Mall Mountains
Wall Rock Mountain
Spring of 1929.